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frot, froddy frott. Most of the adjectives in question are foreign, and Ceder- 
schiöld urges that these be replaced, as far as possible, by native equivalents 
which might be inflectible. The second part of this study deals with the use 
of -ar and -er in forming plurals to common-gender nouns. He finds that -ar 
is the productive plural-type, and urges the use of this in those cases where 
either form is now possible. An additional and excellent proof that -ar is the 
productive form could have been found in the fact that this is the plural ending 
almost exclusively given to nouns borrowed from American English into the 
Swedish spoken in America. This is just the opposite of what has happened 
to loan-words in Sweden, where -er has been preferred; the American loans 
at once become part and parcel of the speakers' innermost language-conscious- 
ness. Penna och öra urges against the writing of Swedish which, when read 
aloud or mentally, is cacophoncfus. In Välljud och missljud i ñutida svenska 
sprâkarter, the author applies to the question of the relation between normalstil 
and colloquial language the principle of euphony; on this basis he prefers o'gona to 
b'gonen, bena to benen, den odygdiga pojken to den odygdige pojken, etc. Other 
titles are Kung Orre, Ett kungligt nykterhetstal frân Nordens medeltid (S verre), 
Famannavälde och anarki pâ Island under Sturlungatiden, Skelsa, Brynja, etc., 
Ur den nordiska fiskarbefolkningens historia, Till Bohusläns äldre historia, Till 
Skandinaviens historia pâ 1600-talet, Ny Eddalitteratur (Cederschiöld urges 
the translation of the Edda into some suitable modern metrical form). In 
another study he sets forth the opinion that Snoilsky's Carolus Linnaeus has 
been much influenced by Rydberg's Dexippos. In Ledareskijtet i S A O B, 
attention is called to the great work of K. F. Söderwall in connection with the 
dictionary of the Swedish Academy. One of the most interesting of the studies 
is Sapere audel Nâgra ord om och till Svenska Akademien. Cederschiöld suggests 
a thorough reorganization of the Swedish Academy so that it may fulfill its 
avowed purpose under present conditions. He urges that all the eighteen 
members be expected to devote all of their time to the work of the Academy, 
that they be elected to it when they are in their most productive years, that 
they be dropped from active membership when they are no longer able to do 
active enough work, and, finally, that there be financial remuneration for the 
work thus done. He suggests, further, that the eighteen be formed into three 
groups (each consisting of specialists in the fields to be named), and that these 
groups devote themselves to (1) the Dictionary, (2) Swedish literature, (3) 
world literature. The members devoting themselves to the last-named subject 
would have in charge the selection of the Nobel Prize winners in literature. 

A. Louis Elmquist. 

BJÖRNSTJERNE BJÖRNSON'S EN GLAD GUT, edited for school 
use by J. A. Holvik, A. M., Minneapolis, Minn., 1916. Augsburg Publish- 
ing House. Pp. 169. 

The present edition of En glad gut, the editor informs us, is prepared for 
students who have completed a beginners' course or otherwise acquired a read- 
ing knowledge of the language, and who therefore are expected to study the 
book as literature. Mr. Holvik has not deemed it necessary to include conver- 
sation arid composition exercises based on the text, believing that "students 
who have advanced beyond the stage of the beginner will no doubt profit more 

by impromptu response to oral questions than by giving prepared answers to 
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questions in the book." This I believe is sound preaching, "gid vi kunde 
skikke os derefter. " It is a pity that so many of our modern language text- 
editions have to be made with view to help bridging over the teacher's ignorance 
of the language he professes to teach. 

The text of the edition before us is preceded by an Introduction of six 
pages, giving a brief account of Bj^rnson's early career and the literary move- 
ments of the period that witnessed the production of his peasant stories. The 
orthography is made to conform with modern usage as sanctioned by royal 
decree of 1907. A number of double forms occur, which the editor deems 
unavoidable on account of the present unsettled state of the language, and for 
such inconsistencies the editor cannot be criticized. 

The mechanical make-up of the book is all that can be desired in an edition 
of this kind. It is neatly bound, printed on good paper, and in large, clear 
type. This much to the credit of the publishers. 

A complete vocabulary is provided, and the explanatory notes have been 
placed at the foot of each page. 

In general, the reviewer would say about the edition that the usefulness of 
the vocabulary would have been improved if etymologies had been given, at 
least of words whose real significance is not covered by the English translation. 
In like manner, some of the explanations in the foot-notes might possibly have 
been more complete, in order to aid the students, especially such as know little 
or nothing about Norway or Norse peasant life. In his definitions and render- 
ings of idioms and phrases the editor has evidently tried to be as original as 
possible. His diction might in some instances have been improved, had he 
more freely used some of the excellent authorities available. In his desire, 
apparently, to employ a colloquial and popular style to correspond with the 
original, he has in his rendering of Norse idioms sometimes resorted to 
expressions that border close upon vulgarism and slang or are not good English. 
On the whole, however, the brevity and conciseness of both the notes and the 
definitions of the vocabulary are qualities that I would most heartily commend 
in the present edition. 

In particular, I shall cite a few instances, where, it seems to me, there is 
room for improvement. I would say, in addition, that the explanations are 
at times inadequate or else the real sense of the idiom is not kept in view or 
pointed out. 
P. 11. lydde: "called" A curious error, lydde means "listened", not 
"called", which must be supplied from the context. 
P. 13. stellet MED. In the foot-note: "taken care of." A free translation, 
which is satisfactory here, but no other explanation of this idiom is given and 
the verb is not found in the vocabulary ? 
P. 14. er du PAA STEL? "Are you out of your wits?" Correct, but why not 
explain the word stel, which is not in the vocabulary ? 
P. 19. livore: "Annuity. The room reserved for the old people when an 
heir takes charge of the gaard, is called livtfrestuen." True, but the same may 
be the case if a stranger buys the farm. The old owners may reserve their 
annuity. 
P. 20. SLiK sat de OG SKAPTE SIG til: " At skape sig til, to act up, to cut capers." 
Act up is not good English, and cut capers is not a happy translation, although 
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possibly by stretching a good deal it may be made to cover the meaning of the 
Norse expression. 
P. 22. fantunger: Rendered in the vocabulary, "Fantunger, fant, gypsy." 
The schoolmaster does not refer to the children as gypsies, and the word fan- 
tunger is not necessarily used in that sense, unless there is a particular reference 
to gypsies. Fant means gypsy, but primarily a tramp, or pauper, a good for 
nothing fellow. 
P. 29. galt PAA f^rde: "Paa faerde, a-going; here the meaning L: the 
people of the house thought he had gone mad. " Why not explain the idiom 
more fully? In the vocabulary it is printed as a compound," paafaerde." 
P. 47. klelkef^re: "favorable conditions for coasting." No definition of 
ftfre is given in the notes or vocabulary. 
P. 50. vist: "The editor is in doubt as to whether this word should be visst 
(surely), or vist, expressing supposition." Viss, visst, are the adjective forms. 
In this case vist cannot be anything but an adverb. It may mean either cer- 
tainly or / suppose. The context would seem to give preference to the latter 
meaning. 
P. 54. slog av: "renounced." Not an exact rendering; why not translate 
deduct, discount, which is a correct meaning and fits the context better ? 
P. 59. SLAAR op: "At slaa op, to open (a book)." At slaa op means more 
than to open a book. It usually, as here, has the sense of looking up for the 
sake of verifying a point or seeking information. 
P. 64. str^kke siG SAA langt: "Put themselves so much out." This render- 
ing, besides being a vulgarism, does not express the meaning of the Norse 
idiom. 
P. 65. lemmen: "upstairs." The primary meaning of lem, trapdoor, is not 
given here nor in the vocabulary. 
P. 66. slit dem MED HELSEN: "wear them with health." Is this English? 

I quote the editor's paragraph on Accent, page 124: "Words are accented 
on the first syllable unless otherwise marked. Words of more than one syllable 
usually take the composite musical accent (*) : a falling inflection (a major third) 
on the first syllable, and a rising inflection (major fourth) on the others. The 
simple musical accent (') is a rising inflection; it applies to words of one syllable 
and to words of two syllables if the second is the post-definite article -en (or 
-et). Exceptions to these general rules are marked." 

This is a rather inadequate treatment of so vast a subject as intonation. 
The editor would have done better in confining himself to a consistent and 
correct marking of the stress accent only. Proper intonation of both word and 
sentence can only be acquired by hearing the language spoken. The editor 
does not appear always to have been consistent in the marking of the accent. 
If the accents marked are supposed to represent musical accents or exceptions 
to the rule given, wherein does the accent differ in aabenbar, aandedrag and 
al'derdom? and is the intonation the same in aands'fortœrélse and a'kerbruk? 
Furthermore, allerede, allerhelst, allermindst are surely not accented on the first 
syllable. Other examples might be cited. 

On the whole the editing is well done, and both teachers and students of 
Norse will be grateful to the editor for having made this charming story of 
Norwegian peasant life available for class use. 

N. Flaten. 
St. Olaf College. 
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